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Introduction
At the request of the Portland Water Bureau (PWB),
Peter Meijer Architect, PC, as a sub-consultant to
AECOM, was retained to conduct a general exterior
condition assessment of the historic Washington
Park Reservoirs and surrounding features, including site fences and walls, Dam features, Gatehouse
3 and Gatehouse 4, the Pump House 1, the Generator Building, and the 36 Weir Building. The purpose
of the assessment was to provide the PWB with an
understanding of general deficiencies of the exterior
building materials, potential mitigation solutions, and
preliminary scope of work for cost estimating and
construction repair purposes.
Condition assessments were conducted during the
period from July 1st, 2013 thru July 31st, 2013 and included the reservoir’s parapet walls, retaining walls,
historic buildings, and iron work fence. PMA conducted a review of PWB’s supplied documents including
original design documents, structural engineering
reports, historic photos, and various documents related to PMA’s exterior assessment. These documents,
drawings, and historic photographs were used to
augment the on-site assessment. Temperature and
weather condition during the assessment were sunny with temperatures ranging from 70 to 90 degrees
Fahrenheit.

A digital copy of the point clouds has been saved on
external storage devices for future work with the existing site. The point cloud and digital information
will be a used as historical reference for the Portland
Water Bureau and the City of Portland as 3D documentation of this historic infrastructure project. See
Appendix H for images of point cloud and 3D model
overlays and assessment drawings.

Figure 1: Point Cloud data

Site Documentation
PMA’s assessment of the site included visual documentation with aid from laser scanning technology.
i-Ten Associates scanned the site the first week in July,
providing point cloud data to PMA for on-site documentation. Raw point clouds were compiled into files
that could be viewed using SCENE Web-Share 2Go,
providing a virtual representation of the site. PMA
was able to document field observations using this
software on laptops on-site.

Figure 2: Point Cloud data

Notes documented on WebShare 2Go and site photos were combined to assess the Washington Park
Reservoirs. Digital models of the site and buildings
were contributed by MWA Architects and PMA used
the point cloud information to refine the as-built accuracy of the models. Autodesk Revit provides the
ability to overlay point cloud data in a 3 dimensional
model space, and PMA was able to add documentation of deficiencies.
Figure 3: WebShare 2Go on-site documentation
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General History
Land for Washington Park, previously known as City
Park until 1909, was initially purchased by the City of
Portland in 1871. The expense of the park was seen
as an investment in Portland’s future, but the financial decision was originally not valued by all Portland
citizens. 1 Landscape architect Frederick Olmsted saw
great potential in Portland and created the Olmsted
Brothers’ system of parkways plan that defined Portland’s urban vision. The Report of the Park Board in
1903 outlined the Olmsted Plan and concluded that,
“no city could be considered properly equipped without
an adequate park system.” 2 According to Olmsted, the
development of an extensive park network would
theoretically lead Portland to develop in “healthfulness, morality, intelligence, and business prosperity.” ²
The City of Portland believed that as its population
grew, Washington Park would become a valuable recreational addition.

Washington Park began to be developed and grow
around the newly constructed Reservoirs. The small
Portland Zoo was founded in Washington Park in 1888
and would eventually evolve into the Oregon Zoo. In
1893 the Zoo moved from the upper ravine to make
space for Reservoir 3 and was relocated to the park
entrance on West Burnside. A cable car was built in
1890 to connect Washington Park to the Portland train
station. Jefferson Street and the tramway formed an
entrance at Reservoir 4. The tramway was to continue
through Washington Park to the west neighborhoods
but was damaged during landslides. In 1912, Olmsted
recommended Park Avenue become the main entrance into Washington Park. As a result of the change,
Jefferson Street and West Burnside entrances became
secondary. Arlington Heights and West End neighborhoods surrounded the park in the late 1890s. The Hillside Farm, or Country Poor Farm, located southwest
of Washington Park relocated in 1911 and the vacated
property was bought by West Hills Golf Course. Part
of the golf course land became the beginning of the
Hoyt Arboretum in 1922. Washington Park expanded
west in 1925 and the Zoo relocated to current site of
the Japanese Gardens. In 1954, the park expanded
again when the Zoo purchased and relocated to the
West Hills Golf Course. Neighborhoods in the west
hills continued to grow as did access and attraction to
the park and its natural settings.

Figure 4: Portland map 1879 with City Park in the foreground

In 1871, Portland supported 8,000 citizens and was
growing leading to an increase in demand for clean
water. Pollution concerns and the expense of pumping water from the Willamette River led Portland’s
Water Committee (PWC) to look for new viable water
sources resulting in the selection of the Bull Run River
to server as the future water source. The PWC constructed a gravity fed system to supply Portland with
clean water. Demand for clean water storage led to
the construction of the Washington Park and Mount
Tabor Reservoir systems. Before the construction of
the Reservoirs, Portland had very little fire protection
or clean water to support population growth. Constructing the initial four reservoirs was an investment
in the growth and well-being of Portland’s population
and provided a combined 66 million gallons of water,
equalling a four to five day supply for Portland. 1

Figure 5: Zoo ca. 1900 above Reservoir 3

Figure 6: ca. 1900 Looking east down on reservoirs and Portland
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Today Washington Park has expanded from its original 40 acres to 159 acres. Hoyt Arboretum and the Zoo
sit adjacent to the park and combined the three facilities total 410 acres of park. (See Appendix A for maps
depicting the evolution of Washington Park over the
past century).
Washington Park and its structures represent a time of
great economic and industrial growth and city investment in the public good. Portland retains one of few
operating historic open reservoirs within an urban
setting. Utilizing a clean local water source and the
advantage of elevation to create a low-power gravityfeed system, the Reservoirs and water system have
continued to provide the city of Portland with clean
water service and beauty for over a hundred years.

Figure 7: ca. 1885 Looking south down on reservoirs

Initial construction and additions involved monumental civic undertakings, including early progressive concrete engineering construction. Washington
Park Reservoirs provide a recreational destination, a
connection for the population of Portland to its natural environment, and a unique visible potable water
system at a location within the city.
Washington Park Reservoirs were nominated to the
National Register of Historic Places as a historic district
in 2004. The 9.5 acre historic district contains several
contributing historic resources including Reservoir 3
and Reservoir 4, Gatehouse 3 and Gatehouse 4, Pump
House 1, 36 Weir Building, Generator Building, surrounding walkways, entry stairs, and other site features. (See Appendix B showing changes to the historic site and buildings over time as a result of repair
or rebuilding.)

Reservoir 3 & Reservoir 4
Constructed in 1894, Washington Park’s Reservoirs
portray the original design intent of reinforcing nature’s beauty and creating a sense of order and har-

3

Figure 8: Reservoir 4, ca. 1904

mony between structure and environment, ideals
exemplified during the City Beautiful Movement. Romanesque Revival architectural components of the
reservoirs convey the strength and durability of new
engineering structures popular during early 20th century. Each Reservoirs’ architectural aesthetic accompanied with deep water vistas provide a monument
of water and recreational freedom at the edge of the
city. 1
Isaac Smith and Charles Oliver designed the reservoirs including five buildings, four structures, and two
fountains. Each reservoir was constructed with attention to detail and craft within a Romantic architectural
style. Engineered and constructed with new progressive methods, the use of high quality Ransome patented reinforced-concrete demonstrated one of the
earliest applications of reinforced concrete in the
United States. The Reservoirs contributed to the viability of concrete as a practical and structural building
material with an ability to be aesthetically attractive.
Ernest Ransome was described as the “father of reinforced concrete” by architectural critic Ada Louise
Huxtable. Ransome concrete used patented “twisted iron” rod reinforcement, and claimed their twist
strengthened concrete adhesion to the reinforcement. Both reservoirs exhibit Ransome’s patented siliceous stone, hand tooled pre-cast concrete that mimicked stone. Siliceous stones, also known as “artificial
stones,” were considered to be extremely durable,
economical, and aesthetically pleasing. As a building
material, siliceous stone had been popularized since
the Great 1851 Exhibition in London, England .⁵
Combining detailed, crafted construction with a utilitarian function, the reservoirs exhibit innovative engineering technology in its application to civil projects.
Design of the fences and lampposts is attributed to
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the architectural firm Whidden and Lewis. Attention
to detail was emphasized in the wrought iron work,
crafted by the Munich trained, locally celebrated, and
award winning craftsman Johan Tuerck.1

Landslide and Rebuilding

the lining and parapet walls are documented in photographs from 1958 and from the 1970s. Included is
the demolition and relining of the northwest portion
of Reservoir 4 and the re-construction of a section of
the parapet wall in 1976.
Information in this section was brought forward from the January 15th, 2004 National Register of Historic Places nomination.
2
Report of the Park Board, Portland, Oregon. 1903. With the report of
Messrs. Olmsted Bros., Outlining a System of Parkways.
3 “
Portland’s Reservoirs Gain National Prominence with Listing on
NRHP.” Friends of the Reservoirs. News January 23, 2004.
4
Prudon, Theodore H. M.. “Simulating Stone, 1860-1940.” APT Bulletin, Vol, 21, No. ¾ (1989), pp. 79-91. {www.jstor.org/stable/1504299}
5
Ansted, D.T. “On Artificial Stone.” The Journal of the Society of
Arts, Vol. 10, No. 516 (Oct 10, 1862), pp. 695-706. {www.jstor.org/
stable/41334593}
1

Figure 9: Reservoir 4, Landslide, ca. 1904

Underground land movement caused the basin lining of the reservoirs to break apart as early as 1897.
Historic photographs have documented continued
damage to the reservoir basins, roads, parapet walls,
and decorative fence, necessitating reconstruction of
damaged areas within each reservoir. In 1904, Reservoir 4 was affected by a landslide on the northwest
side of the basin resulting in repairs to the parapet
wall and basin lining. Period photographs depict
Reservoir 3 being relined in 1904 and a damaged
bulkhead being removed from the basin. The west
segment of the parapet wall appeared to be removed
during the reconstruction. Rebuilding and repair of

Figure 10: Landslide zone
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General Appearance
Washington Park Reservoir structures have maintained their original functions since construction in
1894. Several alterations have been made to the character defining historic features primarily due to rehabilitation or replacement resulting from slide failure.
Reservoir 3 and Reservoir 4 are largely similar, however the modifications, replacements, and deficiencies are unique to each structure. Primarily deficiencies are a result of landslide movement, early concrete
construction means and methods, and weathering.

APPENDIX E

age that may be effecting the integrity of the building
envelope and the structural system. Repairs to restore
functionality to elements in poor condition would
need to be extensive. Both replaced material and
original unaltered segments of the parapet on the
west side of each basin exhibit the poorest condition.
Overall, most buildings, with the exception of Pump
House 1 are in good condition. Portions of the parapet walls at both Reservoirs are in very bad condition,
making repairs unlikely. The ironwork fence appears
to be in good condition apart from minor corrosion
due to weather and missing decorative components.

Basin and Features
Concrete - History

Figure 11: Historic photo of Reservoir 4, ca. 1897

A rehabilitation project from 1988-1989 involved most
structures of the Reservoirs and the repairs are readily visible due to differences in workmanship, material, and detail. Gatehouse 3 and Gatehouse 4 have
been previously repaired by patching breaks and
exterior cracks, and applying a cementitious coating
at window sills, the cornice, and below the waterline.
On both structures the coping and roof deck have
been coated with an elastomeric deck coating. Pump
House 1 and the Generator Building were repaired
with high flow crack injections and patches on exterior walls.

Ernest Ransome’s patented concrete was cutting
edge technology when Reservoir 3 and Reservoir 4
were constructed. Ransome was known as the father
of reinforced concrete because his method of construction was faster, stronger, and more economical
than other concrete construction methods used at
the time. The concrete structures in the Washington
Park Reservoirs were constructed with Ransome’s patented twisted iron-rod reinforcement and guaranteed
the strength of up 16,000 pounds per square foot (lbs/
ft2). Reinforcement bars were anchored at ten-foot
intervals within the reservoir basin, and driven within
the slopes to a depth of 3 to 20 feet and then embedded into the concrete. 1 In addition to patenting the
reinforcement, Ransome patented the concrete finish,
concrete mixer, and the “illuminating panels in concrete floors.” (see Appendix). 1
Both reservoirs additionally exhibited Ransome’s patented siliceous stone, or Patent Concrete Stone, which
had gained popularity during the London 1851 Exhibi-

Peter Meijer Architect, PC, field observations show
that the exterior condition of the architectural materials range from poor to good condition. Good condition typically refers to historic features that show
typical wear but that aren’t damaged in a way that
would affect the integrity of the building envelope
or the original structural system. Elements that are
in fair condition may have some damage that limits
their functionality but damage that can be easily repaired. Poor condition features have significant damFigure 12: Reservoir 3 1894 under construction
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tion. Ransome’s patent was to hand tool pre-cast concrete to mimic stone. Concrete stone was considered
to be extremely durable, economical, and aesthetically pleasing with a uniform texture and attention
to craft and detail. Historically, Ransome’s concrete
stone was chosen for its resistance to weathering but
had disadvantages of white efflorescence and green
staining from dampness. ⁵ Concrete was said to have
almost an entire absence of contraction during the
construction and fabrication process. The texture
seen in Reservoir 3 and Reservoir 4 was achieved after
the concrete was cast-in-place and was hand-chipped
with a patented hammer. ⁵
The Ransome process included sand, chalk, or other
minerals mixed together with silicate of soda, in the
proportion of a bushel of sand to a gallon of soda,
and then rammed into a mold. ⁴ Typically cast blocks
were immersed and saturated in silicate of soda before a hot solution of calcium chloride was applied. A
water wash then removed the sodium chloride that
formed during the immersion process. According to
historic descriptions, the silicate of soda combined
with the calcium to form an insoluble silicate of lime
that enveloped and cemented together the partials of
the stone. ⁶ There are patent numbers embossed in
the face of Reservoir 3’s dam, Ransome Patent Construction and Finish : 305229. The southwest retaining wall at Reservoir 4 has two patent numbers: Patent Construction 305229 and Patent Finish 105800.
Gatehouse 4 has two embossed numbers inside: Patent Construction 305229 and Patent Light 448993. A
copy of the drawings and description for the Ransome
lights are included in Appendix C.
(Note: Laboratory testing to confirm chemical and
material composition is recommended and will be
performed at a later date. The results, when completed, will be added to this report)
4
Prudon, Theodore H. M.. “Simulating Stone, 1860-1940.” APT Bulletin, Vol, 21, No. ¾ (1989), pp. 79-91. {www.jstor.org/stable/1504299}
5
Ansted, D.T. “On Artificial Stone.” The Journal of the Society of
Arts, Vol. 10, No. 516 (Oct 10, 1862), pp. 695-706. {www.jstor.org/
stable/41334593}
6
Ransome, Frederick. Patent Concrete Stone for Building Purposes.
Lucas & Son, Rinters, Baltimore:1866.

Reservoir Parapet Investigation General
Parapet walls wrap around each reservoir basin to create an aesthetically appealing battered barrier to the
water. Along the promenade walk, the parapet wall
cap provides a three-foot wide ledge to secure the
ornamental wrought-iron fence. Original iron lampposts are secured to projecting crown and chamfered
corbelled caps that terminate about half way down
the parapet wall’s face and interrupt the length of the
wall in rhythmic intervals. Reservoir 4 has different
corbelled caps with larger profiles and concrete bases
that project beyond the parapet profile.

Figure 13: Reservoir 3, inside parapet wall

Each reservoir’s parapet wall has been repaired and/or
replaced over time as a result of land movement and
material failures. Portions of the northwest and small
sections in the southwest wall of Reservoir 3 and the
north and northwest walls of Reservoir 4 were reconstructed with similar character as the original. Original
walls are capped with a concrete wash added after
original construction to create a sloped water shedding surface. Existing parapet walls, both replaced
and original, have continuous horizontal cracks extending around most of the reservoir’s perimeter contributing to each wall’s disrepair. (See drawings within
Appendix D)
Reservoir 3’s south parapet wall and an east portion of
Reservoir 4 parapet wall have a unique profile that is a
continuation of the inside vertical dam wall. The exterior of the wall is more decorative, perhaps a result of
its historic adjacency to a higher-traffic carriage way
across Dam 3 and Dam 4. The profile is distinguished
by a raised diamond pattern set within recessed panels. The boarder around the pattern is also raised and
has a combed texture, a similar style to the details
in Gatehouse 3. Within the combed boarders, the
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texture has a brush hammered finish creating a fine
rough texture. At Reservoir 3, the dam parapet wall
terminates at the West end in a crown and chamfered
capped element after which the profile returns to the
typical parapet profile.

Reservoir 3: Parapet Wall Deficiencies
The east portion of the parapet is original and in relatively fair condition. Horizontal hairline cracks span
discrete portions becoming more substantial in certain areas. The horizontal cracks meet the wrought
iron fence attachment at the inside of the parapet
wall. The cause of the horizontal cracking is most likely resulting from corrosion of the reinforcement due
to inadequate depth of concrete cover. Vertical cracking on the inside and exterior faces is common and
typically emanates from the iron fence posts embedded within the parapet coping.

APPENDIX E

Corbelled columns with crown and chamfered caps
provide the base for mounting the fence lamp posts
and interrupt the parapet wall on both faces. The original concrete is in poor condition and the top crown
has delaminated in large areas and parts are broken
or missing. The corners of the chamfered detail have
multiple cracks and are breaking off. The horizontal
cracks from the parapet wall continue across these
bases and efflorescence is heavy along these cracks.
Rebuilt columns are in good condition with predominately horizontal cracks.

Figure 15: Reservoir 3, concrete delamination at the parapet wall column

Reservoir 4: Parapet Wall Deficiencies
Figure 14: Reservoir 3, parapet wall deficiencies

The southwest portion of parapet wall appears to
be an original section and is in poor condition. Large
portions of the parapet coping has been previously
repaired and the repairs are delaminating and failing.
Efflorescence is usually present where the wall is delaminating. The hillside face of the wall has begun to
spall at the sidewalk level and in some areas a very
large, deep horizontal crack has formed. The decorative iron fence in this portion is tilting outwards.

Cracks stem from the iron fence posts and run vertically down the outside face of the parapet wall. In
most locations, these cracks extend around to the
inside face of the parapet cap. Large portions of the
wash along the vertical cracks have delaminated from
the concrete, typically towards the outside base of
the wall and the top coping of the parapet
Consistent horizontal cracks along the parapet coping are usually observed in areas where the concrete
wash is delaminating. Large portions of the wash
have failed and broken.

A large portion of the northwest parapet wall has
been replaced and is in good condition. The deficiencies are mostly vertical cracks that extend down
the hillside face emanating from the iron fence posts
embedded within the parapet coping. The vertical
cracks occasionally extend down the inside face. At
the parapet’s intersection with the sidewalk, a continuous large crack has been patched and the previous
repair is failing by continuing to break away from the
concrete.

7

Figure 16: Reservoir 4, delamination of the parapet wall
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Consistent horizontal cracks stretch across the outside face of the parapet wall and branch into multiple
parallel cracks that spider across the surface. At the
southwest corner of Reservoir 4, horizontal cracks
extend through the entire depth of the parapet and
large areas of the wall are broken. High biological
growth in shaded areas has increased the wear to the
original concrete and accelerated the cracking in the
parapet coping.

Reservoir 3: Dam Parapet Wall
Deficiencies
The parapet wall along the Reservoir 3 dam no longer
has its original finish. A rough concrete wash with a
brush finish has been troweled onto the original concrete surface creating a different finish and texture
than the original parapet walls. In addition, the wash
has begun to discolor with a marbled black biological growth. The wash has begun to delaminate and
spall to reveal the underlying concrete, noticeably
common under the coping and within the recessed
pattern on the exterior parapet face. Efflorescence is
present under the coping and next to the electrical
conduit.

Figure 17: Large horizontal cracks at the southwest corner of Reservoir 4

The original lamppost corbelled columns frame the
walkway of Reservoir 4 and interrupt the parapet
wall at measured intervals. Most of the columns are
in poor condition. Two on the south wall have large
horizontal cracks through them and the chamfered
corners are missing. Mortar wash on top of the crown
and chamfered column caps has failed and delaminated from the original concrete. Horizontal cracks continue through these elements where heavy efflorescence has formed. The corner edges of the top coping
have begun to break off. The corbelled column in the
southwest corner is in disrepair. Replaced corbelled
columns that border the gate to the basin have minor
deficiencies.
The northwest portion of Reservoir 4 has been rebuilt,
evident in the change in sidewalk width, gutter shape,
and reattachment of the wrought-iron fence. Overall
conditions of the wall are in good repair and common
deficiencies are vertical cracks and efflorescence. The
cracks commonly originate from the iron fence posts
embedded in the concrete and range from small hairline cracks to cracks extending to the ground level
on both sides of the wall. Cracks have begun to form
along cold joints. Efflorescence appears mostly along
lower cracks in the parapet wall.

Figure 18: Broken coping on the dam parapet at Reservoir 3 :2013

The parapet coping is delaminating from the underlying concrete structure and large segments are broken. Biological growth is present in most cracks and
under the coping ledge. Some cracks around electrical conduit attachments are likely a result of their installation. Large cracks appear to the southwest corner of the parapet wall, directly before the wall curves
to the north and changes in parapet style.

Figure 19: L- Finish and discoloration ; R - Large cracks around southwest corner
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Reservoir 4: Dam Parapet Wall
Deficiencies
Vertical hairline cracks are persistent in the coping
throughout this portion of the wall and efflorescence
is present underneath the coping ledge at these small
cracks. Concrete wash on the coping is weathered
through this area. Heavy biological growth is present underneath the top coping, especially where the
cracks and faux joints are present.

Figure 20: Reservoir 4, dam parapet coping delaminated

Large segments of the lower coping are missing and
the top wash is starting to delaminate, including the
culminating crown and chamfered capped columns
that boarder the wall. Large broken pieces of coping
are missing where the wall curves to meet Gatehouse
4. Diagonal cracks are present where the wall curves
to meet the south ending crown and chamfered
capped columns.

APPENDIX E

and separated by a 12” band detailed with a combed
boarder and brush hammered finish. The dam extends down into the valley between Reservoir 3 and
Reservoir 4 and continues to get wider at its base. The
coursing detail of the concrete alternates between
small and large blocks and is defined by a faux mortar joint. The blocks within the arches are at a smaller
scale. All the concrete blocks have been hand chiseled to have a quarry-face appearance.

Dam 3: Face Deficiencies
Multiple hairline cracks span the entire length of the
structure and two larger cracks towards the bottom
of the dam have heavy efflorescence. Water is seeping out of these cracks and has stained the concrete.
Crack monitoring devices are visible and present at
the two large cracks. Efflorescence can be seen in
historic photographs as early as 1917, implying that
cracking in the dam face was an early issue which has
been repaired over time. Efflorescence is heavy along
a crack that spans the length of the dam underneath
the dentil element. Drains from the adjacent walkway
wash water down the dam surface and have caused
black biological growth and water stains to continue
down the wall. Most of the wall is discolored with orange and black biological growth, water stains, and
efflorescence. Efflorescence stalactites extend from
the underside of some arches.

Figure 21: Reservoir 4, dam parapet coping delaminated

Dam 3

9

Figure 22: Reservoir 3, dam face water leaking from crack with efflorescence

Dam 3 is a Ransome-patent concrete structure and its
design is influenced by the other Romanesque Revival buildings on the site. The dam spans about 175 feet
and is about 20 feet thick along the top and 30 feet at
its base. The top section of the dam is composed of
seventeen arches using the design of a blind arcade
to give the appearance of a classic viaduct. Capping
this arcade is an ionic dentil, also seen in Gatehouse
3. The edge of the walkway and balustrade are above

Dam 3: Dam Baluster
Opposite the reservoir parapet wall on the dam side is
a Ransome concrete balustrade. Colonnades of seven
recessed balusters set within eighteen and a half bays
compose the length of the wall. In between each column, the bottom of the bay is moulded to a central
peak and the inside base slopes down to the walkway.
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Borders on each bay of the colonnade are six inches
on each side with a brush hammered finish including two inches of a slightly raised, combed border.
The coping protrudes two inches over the bay and is
capped with a wash creating a sloped water shedding
surface. The detailing on the exterior dam side of the
baluster differs somewhat from the interior face. The
bays appear to have a smooth texture on the exterior
side and rest above the dam’s detailed entablature.
Large columns sit at both the west and east ends of
Dam 3 and are classically proportioned with a base,
shaft, and simple cap. The shaft of the column is divided at mid-height with a belt band corresponding
to the baluster cap rail. Each section of the shaft is
detailed by recessed panels with combed textured
chamfered borders and bush-hammer textured interior panels. Historic photographs show ornate iron
decorative site lamps mounted to these concrete columns. The decorative iron lamp posts exist but are
missing the original lanterns.

Dam 3: Baluster Deficiencies
Coping wash on interior walkway side appears to be a
later addition and has rougher appearance than other original site finishes. Portions of the coping have
completely detached from the original concrete and
are hollow due to delamination between the concrete
and the coping wash. Large segments of the coping
along the inside and outside faces have broken and
are missing. Where segments of coping are missing
the twisted iron reinforcement is visible and set at
an inconsistent depth. This is likely a sign of previous
repair. Larger cracks have been repaired with white
caulk, which stands out from the original appearance
of the concrete. Small vertical cracks are common
on corners of the columns and efflorescence has surfaced along these cracks. In some cases, corner segments of the columns have broken and are missing.
Detailed original hand finishing around each bay has

Figure 23: Reservoir 3, broken segment of the baluster coping

been obscured by the wash in several areas. A diagonal crack on west side resulting from ground movement has completely separated sections of concrete.
The reinforcing bar and daylight are visible through

Figure 24: Reservoir 3, Large broken segment of the baluster rail

the resultant gap.
The lamppost base on the east end is in good condition. There are several continuous hairline cracks
where efflorescence is present. Vertical cracks extend
from the top down through the cap and into the upper segment of the shaft. The horizontal cracks run
through the center of the upper and lower segments
of the shaft.
The lamp base on the west side is in fair condition.
There are many hairline cracks across most of the
faces. Heavy efflorescence is present at most of these
cracks. One corner has broken off. A large crack runs
along where the base meets the dam face wall. The
detail is still visible.

Dam 4
Built in a Romanesque style, Dam 4 is a Ransome-patent concrete structure. Spanning 230 feet and stand-

Figure 25: Reservoir 4, 1894 icon, cracks, biological growth, efflorescence
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ing at a height of approximately 20 feet, the upper 12
feet of the dam are vertical on both sides while the
exterior of the lower portion is battered at a slope
approximating 1.5: 1. The top section of the dam is
composed of seventeen arches using the design of a
blind arcade to give the appearance of a classic viaduct. Capping this arcade is an ionic dentil, similar in
style to Gatehouse 3. The edge of the walkway and
baluster are separated by a 12 inch band detailed with
a combed boarder and brush hammered finish. The
dam extends down only a couple of course below the
arcade and continues to get wider at its base. The
coursing detail of the concrete alternates between
small and large blocks and is defined by a faux mortar joint. The blocks within the arches are smaller in
scale. All the concrete blocks have been hand chiseled to have a quarry-face appearance. The original
concrete “1894” construction date is intact.

APPENDIX E

Multiple areas of spider cracks exist in the areas with
excess moisture and biological growth and in some
cases the concrete has spalled. Most of the wall is
discolored with biological growth, water stains, and
efflorescence. Efflorescence stalactites extend from
underside of every arch and efflorescence is prolific
at faux joints and cracks. There are holes with material resembling cut tension cables protruding from
the concrete.

Dam 4: Baluster
The Ransome concrete baluster is composed of 22
bays with seven recessed columns per bay and two
half bays on each end. In between each column, the
bottom of the bay is moulded to a central peak and
the base slopes down to the walkway. The bays border the colonnades by six inches on each side with
a bush hammered finish along the top two inches.
The top boarder is slightly raised with an additional
combed border. The coping protrudes two inches
from the bay and is capped with a bow shaped mortar wash.
Cracks in the top of the coping and delamination
show the failure of previous repairs. Large horizontal portions have completely detached from the
concrete and sound hollow. Small vertical cracks are
common on the inside face of the baluster coping. In
some cases segments of the columns have broken off.
The original lamppost bases frame the baluster and

Figure 26: Reservoir 4, efflorescence, continuous crack, and staining on dam face
Figure 27: Reservoir 4, baluster delaminated and broken coping
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Common to Ransome concrete, the dam face has multiple hairline cracks spanning the entire length of the
structure. The efflorescence can be seen in historic
photographs as early as 1917, therefore cracking in the
dam face was an early issue. Heavy efflorescence exists along the crack below the dentil capping. Along
the top ledge, drains from the adjacent walkway wash
water down the dam surface causing black biological
growth and water stains down the face of the wall.

are missing their original iron lamps. Multiple hairline
cracks run across the face of these and efflorescence
is weeping from the cracks.

Reservoir 3: Basin
Reservoir 3 covers 2.02 acres measuring approximately 200 feet east to west and 500 feet north to south.
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The capacity is approximately 16.4 million gallons at a
maximum depth of 49 feet, making it one of the deepest reservoirs in Portland. When first constructed, the
original basin lining used asphalt for waterproofing
and subsequently has been repaired several times
with other waterproofing materials. Photos from 1904
depict the concrete lining failing and show a removed
buttress along the west wall that was a previous repair resulting from a landslide. Photo documentation
shows that the northwest corner of the basin lining
has been replaced as a result of repair from landslide
damage. The reservoir now contains a watertight synthetic geo-membrane lining laid over the concrete to
waterproof the basin because the existing concrete
lining was leaking. .

Reservoir 4: Basin
Reservoir 4 encompasses 2.28 acres and is approximately 70 feet below Reservoir 3 at elevation of 229.5
feet. It is the second deepest reservoir in Portland
with a maximum depth of 40 feet. Dimensionally the
reservoir is approximately 200 feet east to west, 700
feet north to south and has a capacity of approximately 17.6 million gallons. The basin lining on Reservoir
4 was constructed in a similar method to Reservoir
3 and exhibited similar deficiencies due to landslide
movement. The lining began cracking and failing as
early as 1900 and was relined in 1904, 1958, and 1976.

Figure 28: Reservoir 4 basin

Reservoir 3 & Reservoir 4: Retaining
Walls
The northwest and southeast retaining walls at Reservoir 3 and southwest retaining wall at Reservoir 4
are cast-concrete with battered profiles and a smooth
finish cap similar to the parapet wall. The concrete
walls have a distinctive hand-chiseled, quarried-face
appearance with false mortar joints between each
course, similar to the earlier described Ransome Siliceous Stone. Reservoir 3’s northwest wall has been affected by land movement, which contributed to many
of its deficiencies. The southeast wall has extensive
biological growth and also exhibits long horizontal
cracks. Southwest Reservoir 4 wall has two embossed
Ransome Patent numbers.

Reservoir 3: Retaining Wall
Deficiencies
Common to the Ransome concrete structures on
site, the northwest retaining wall on Reservoir 3 has
several hairline cracks running horizontally across
most of the structure. These are parallel and spaced
at intervals between one and two feet. Cracks likely
correspond to oxidizing twisted iron reinforcing bars
located within the concrete. Efflorescence is heavy in
some areas, especially along the horizontal hairline
cracks and may result from increased water migration under applied force stemming from soil pressure
on the back side of the wall and no alternative drain
path.. Three of the concrete stone faces have spalled
off completely. A crack continues under the parapet
cap and along the top of the retaining wall. Large
vertical cracks show where the wall has been pushed
forward from landslides. Part of the vertical crack has
been repaired and patched, however the north side
of the wall is pulling out of plane with the south side
causing the repair to fail. Large cracks and separation
in the wall have further degraded the retaining wall
and moved the wall beyond the plane of the parapet

The northwest section and northeast section of the
lining were demolished and rebuilt in 1976. It is evident that rebuilding took place where the concrete
changes in color and texture and the consistent cracking becomes almost absent Prolific cracking of the basin has been repaired with white caulking.

Figure 29: Reservoir 3, spalled faces of Ransome concrete at the northwest wall
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cap on the south side. The movement of the retaining
wall has caused cracking in the gutter and walkway.
The southeast retaining wall is similar to the northwest
and also exhibits several horizontal hairline cracks
across most of the structure. The cracks likely correspond to the location of the reinforcing bars within
the concrete. Efflorescence is heavy in some areas, especially along the horizontal hairline cracks. A crack
continues under the parapet cap and along the top
of the retaining wall. Additional horizontal cracks run
across sections of the top cap and have contributed to
sections breaking off. Patching is sporadic and failing.
There are continuous cracks where the wall meets the
gutter and these have also been previous patch, however the repair is failing. The faux mortar joints have
started breaking off in small segments sporadically

APPENDIX E

pushes water through the retaining wall contributing
to biological growth. The saturation of the concrete
and plant growth on the wall increase water migration resulting in degradation of the concrete mix resulting in large spalls. The top coping appears intact,
but it is cracking along the joint where it meets the
wall. As the coping descends towards the West gutter, the coping becomes cracked and large pieces are
missing exposing the ground behind.

Reservoir 3: Walkways & Gutters
Walkways surrounding the reservoir are approximately five-feet in width and poured in 30 inch square sections with a light broom finish. At the northwest side
approximately 200 linear feet of walkway and accompanying gutter have been replaced.
Several historical cast iron lids and historic cast iron
bar grates are set within the sidewalk on the south
gutter corners. Along the dam face, new roadway asphalt overlays portions of the original four-foot sidewalk, but part of the original walkway is visible at the
east end near Gatehouse 3.

Figure 30: Reservoir 3, retaining wall

across the wall. A jogged crack cuts diagonally across
the wall and continues vertically to break through the
top copping.

Reservoir 3: Walkways & Gutters
Concrete Deficiencies
East of Reservoir 3, the original gutter and sidewalk
remain and are in fair condition. Cracks in the gutter
along the lower section have been patched in places.
Patches do not match the original concrete. Where
the concrete walkway intersects the gutter it is com-

Reservoir 4: Retaining Wall
Deficiencies
This retaining wall is located in the shade of the surrounding park, resulting in an overgrowth of plants
and moss that mask most of the concrete. The hill behind drains into the back of the wall and soil pressure

Figure 32: Reservoir 3, walkway and gutter

mon to see cracks and breaks. A continuous horizontal crack runs along the gutter’s low height retaining
wall on east hillside. Parts of the concrete have broken off along this crack and moss is commonly presFigure 31: Reservoir 4, retaining wall, water saturated and biological growth
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ent. A large segment of concrete is broken and deeply cracked forming a hole in the east gutter where it
meets the west retaining wall.

the gutters have been replaced over time and narrow to three-feet. The pavement tooling pattern at
this section does not match the original and the gutter has a “V” shaped profile instead of the broad “U”
shape. Historic drains are located at the gutter ends.

Reservoir 4: Walkways & Gutters
Deficiencies
Although it does not match the historic original in
material or design, the walkway adjacent to the dam
face is in good condition. Repairs done to the north
portion of Reservoir 4 have left both the sidewalk and
gutter in good condition apart from minor cracks.
Figure 33: Reservoir 3, walkways & gutters

The gutter changes to a U-shape adjacent to the
northwest retaining wall and has few deficiencies except for a large crack resulting from the movement of
the retaining wall. South of the retaining wall the gutter has been rebuilt and changes to a V shape. Here
another low height retaining wall rises from the gutter and has continuous horizontal cracks. Small areas
have spalled or broken but most have been repaired.

Reservoir 3: Planters
(Jardinières)
Deficiencies

The southwest gutter is in disrepair. Horizontal cracks
have caused large portions of the gutter’s parapet to
completely break. The patented twisted reinforcing
iron from Ramsome’s construction is visible in areas.
Biological growth is heavy and the earth is visible
where concrete is missing. Original segments of the
walkway in this area have been replaced and multiple
patches are failing.
The south portion of the gutter is in better condition
but exhibits similar cracking as the southwest gutter.
A continuous crack runs along the bottom of the gutter and at the intersection of the gutter and the gutter

The gutter terminates to the
southwest at a large planter
in poor condition. Hairline
cracks are visible on every surface and efflorescence is presence along the cracks. Corners
of the planter have chipped
off and the planter no longer
stands straight.
Figure 34: Southwest planter tilting

Figure 35: Gutter damage and exposed reinforcing

Reservoir 4: Walkways & Gutters

parapet. Parts of the gutter wall have begun to spall
and break off along this crack. Moss and plants are
growing out of cracks along a majority of the gutter
parapet. Some previous repair and patching has been
done to the cracks in the gutter and walkway, however cracking still extends around these repairs.

The walkway alternates from new to old but remains
in good condition. Original walkways surround Reservoir 4 on the south and west sides and are approximately five-feet wide and scored every 30-inches. The
south walkway has been intermittently repaired and
visibly patched. Along the dam to the east, the walkway is four-feet wide and was repaved in 1987 with
asphalt. To the north of the reservoir the walkway and
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Reservoir 3: Stairway

Reservoir 4: Stairway

Built during the original reservoir construction, the
stairs to the north of Reservoir 3 were the original
grand entry stairs leading into the site. The original
urns frame the entrance at the top of the stairs and
the stairs end in a chamfered bases similar to those of
the parapet wall.

Concrete stairs exist north of Pump House 1 leading to pathways above the north end of Reservoir 4.
Although the location and direction are historic, the
materials have had ongoing alterations and no longer
retain the original material integrity. Treads and the
handrails have been replaced.

Figure 36: Reservoir 3 entry stairway

Extensive repairs to the stairs in 2008 replaced the
majority of original material and added new painted
metal railings Vertical cracks repeat along the stair’s
parapet and commonly run through the coping. A
mid-level continuous hairline crack runs the length of
the parapet. The parapet wall and the end chamfered
bases have been brushed with a rough wash. Both
urns/planters are in good condition, however the top
west planter is broken at a corner. Previous repairs
and patching are visible on the stairs and are otherwise in good condition.

Figure 37: Reservoir 4 staiway handrails
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Wrought Iron Work
(Note: The nomenclature in this section of the report
refers to the metal of the decorative fence and iron
work as wrought iron. Lab analysis of the various iron
components was not conducted during this initial
phase. Wrought iron was generally the material used
for decorative fencing but bars, decoration, and other
metal components could also be cast iron. It is common to find a mix of iron components comprising a
decorative iron feature. Wrought iron and cast iron
require different repair techniques. Proper repair and
preservation of the components will require more
precise knowledge of the material. )

and is embedded in the inside, water-side face of the
parapet wall. Access gates are incorporated intermittently along the length of the fence.

Fence Deficiencies
At both reservoirs, the original fence is in relatively
good condition except for minor surface corrosion.
Welded seams at the base of some vertical bars indicate where sections of fence have been modified
or removed to reconstruct parts of the parapet wall.
Originally, the vertical bars were embedded in the
concrete parapet. When the fence was modified, the

Figure 40: Fence connection with concrete parapet wall, welded connections

Figure 38: 1912 condition of fence and lamppost

Attention to detail was emphasized in all the wrought
iron fences and lampposts, crafted by an award-winning local ironsmith Johan Tuerck and design by the
architectural firm Whidden and Lewis.1 Six feet in
height, the fence is decorated with double-sided curls
at the lower and upper rails. The ¾-inch vertical bars
alternate in height and are topped with spears, in addition there are ornamental hammered metal leaves
on each of the taller bars. Each bay of fencing, defined as the length bounded by taller vertical components, is anchored by a iron bar embedded fourteen

bars were reset within circular embeds. Some welded connections have failed. In several locations the
fence is tilting out away from the basin.

Lampposts Deficiencies
Ornamental lampposts within the fence encircling
the reservoirs are created from four wrought iron
bars. Reservoir 3 has five lampposts and Reservoir 4
has seven lampposts set within the fence. Two freestanding lampposts decorate the dam baluster at

Figure 39: Corrosion of ironwork and peeling paint
Figure 41: Free-standing lamppost at the baluster of Dam 3 and lamppost at Reservoir 3

inches into the parapet wall at four-foot increments.
Every three bays, a larger 11/2-inch seven foot vertical
bar is topped with a decorative ball bellow the spear.
A ¾ inch curved brace extend from these supports

Reservoir 3. The freestanding lampposts at Reservoir
4 are missing. Based on a review of the original drawings, all the components comprising the lantern portion of the lamps are missing.
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Ransome Concrete

Gatehouse 3: Deficiencies

Gatehouse 3: Investigation

Five hairline cracks wrap horizontally around the
lower perimeter of the building and are spaced approximately one to two feet apart vertically. Visible
cracking is most likely caused by the corrosion of the
underlying reinforcing bars resulting from insufficient
concrete cover. Some cracks run horizontally through
the window and door surrounds or vertically through
the top stone. Horizontal hairline cracks are visible on
the window sills, stairs, and along the frieze. Along
the frieze, a horizontal crack closely correlates to the
intersection of the roof slab with the parapet wall.
Previous repair work is failing as evidenced by eroded
or broken patched material. City records attribute
previous repairs were conducted to address damage
to the roof from water intrusion from leaking internal roof drains. Vertical cracking, water staining, and
surface efflorescence on the façade correspond with
the internal downspouts locations. Holes previously
drilled into the concrete in order to attach piping and
electrical conduit have caused hairline cracking.

This Romanesque Revival concrete structure references gatehouse fortresses of Europe with an exterior of
rusticated Ransome patented concrete “stone”. Ransome’s concrete was hand-chipped to create pitched,
quarried-faced stone with heavy rock finish. The concrete facade is cast in a broken range with false mortar joints to define the coursing. Wrapping around
the lower edge of the gatehouse is a moulded water
table base, with a smooth and cement plaster exterior
facing inside the basin.

Figure 42: Portland Water Works 1894 Reservoir 3 Plans and Details

Arched window and door surrounds are pitched with
a four cut rustication with a prominent sill projection. Each block has a hand-chiseled dressing with a
combed texture and the center faces have been brush
hammered to create a fine rough texture.

Deficiencies on the west elevation consist of continuous horizontal hairline cracks along the bottom of the
structure and along the top cornice. There are pipes
embedded in the concrete towards the north side.
Most of the wall is yellowed and stained from biological growth except directly under the windows.

Atop the rusticated concrete stone is a Romanesque
entablature with a paneled frieze, including a corbelled patterned band with combed borders and a
brush hammered face. The cornice is composed of
repetitive recessed chamfered blocks topped by a
projecting cornice with an ionic dentil course. Above
this is the low-slope concrete slab roof with low projecting parapet.
Gatehouse 3 was rehabilitated from 1988-89. Part of
the cornice was repaired and replaced along with other patching repairs. Historic Romanesque style stairs
were rebuilt to match the original except for the stair
nosing. An original twenty inch square tooling pattern radiating from building’s stairs has been paved
over. During the rehabilitation, the coping and roof
deck were coated with an elastomeric deck coating.
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Figure 43: Biological growth; Repetitive horizontal cracks

A small segment of cornice on the east face has original brush hammered texture while the remaining cornice has been repaired with non-textured patching
material. Distinct staining on the frieze suggests some
previous or current water damage emanating from
the roof. Previous repairs on the stairs and patches to
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cracks are failing. Internal roof drains on the east elevation have caused larger and more prominent vertical cracks. The cracks have been previously patched
and the area is stained from possible water damage.
The north elevation has distinct staining and efflorescence on the frieze suggestion some recent water
damage from the roof. Heavier biological growth is
concentrated around the bottom of the protruding
water-table molding.

has less detailed concrete surrounds than Gatehouse
3 with low profile rustication and faux joints. A Romanesque entablature tops the rusticated concrete
stone with a frieze pattern that has a combed texture
boarder and brush hammered face. Repetitive recessed chamfered blocks compose the cornice which
is topped with a low-slope concrete slab roof and a
low projecting parapet. Metal coping was added to
the roof parapet during the exterior rehabilitation in
1988-89. A molded water table base, with a smooth
cement plaster coated exterior boarders the bottom
of the façade inside the basin.

Figure 44: Crack along the frieze with staining and efflorescence

Hairline cracks run horizontally along the bottom section of the south elevation. A large vertical crack extends up the wall likely resulting from the corrosion of
the internal iron downspout. Parts of the projecting
water table base have spalled or cracked and biological growth is present.

Figure 46: Gatehouse 4 deficiencies

Gatehouse 4 Deficiencies
Continuous horizontal cracks run around the lower
perimeter of the building, located at approximately
one course and six courses up from the water-table
base. Biological growth is present over most of the
exterior, however, directly underneath the top of the
roof parapet there is significantly less.
On the east elevation, a crack runs above the door
and is surrounded by stains from water and/or biological growth. Stains and biological growth are heavy
Figure 45: Crack along internal downspout

Gatehouse 4
Gatehouse 4 is a circular building approximately
twenty-five feet in diameter. The original 1894 rusticated block pattern is intact and is composed of a
repetitive block course that references the architecture of Europe. Window and door surrounds have
the characteristic rusticated and quarried face concrete stones with projecting keystones. Gatehouse 4
Figure 47: Staining and previous repairs above east door; Staining and continuous crack
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where the dam’s parapet wall meets the Gatehouse
wall. Multiple horizontal cracks run across the stairs
and some stair nosings are-broken.
On the west elevation there is evidence of previous
repairs as well as patches around the southwest window, several locations in the cornice, and along several horizontal cracks. Stains and biological growth
are mostly along the water-table base and around the
back door. Part of the metal coping along the roof
parapet has become displaced above the door. Segments of the wall under the water-table base has begun to spall and some areas have been patched.
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removed and the rough openings have been filled
with concrete blocks and coated with plaster. Previous repairs to cracks are visible and the articulated
door and window surrounds have been patched with
a cementitious and epoxy material from the 1980s.
The original parapet has a simple raised entablature
of repetitive recessed chamfered blocks topped with
a projecting cornice of an ionic dentil course. A lowslope metal gable roof was added to prevent leaks
through the original roof system. The original roof
deck, beneath the new roof, features Ransome glass
skylights divided into eighteen sections of coffered
concrete panels

Concrete under the northwest window has been
carved out and significantly less biological growth is
present under the window sills.
Large pieces of the lower water table base have broken off along the south elevation. A horizontal crack
runs parallel with the water table base corresponding to reinforcing bar locations within the concrete.
Where concrete pieces have broken off, reinforcing
bar can been seen. Rust and corrosion are clearly
visible within the concrete. The southeast window’s
Figure 49: Pump House 1916

Two post tension cables with nutted ends, spaced approximately 6 inches apart, are present at mid-point
along the west and east elevations slightly below the
decorative cornice. It is unknown if these post tension cables are still functional It appears that the post
tension concrete beam has been replaced with steel
framing for the roof.
Figure 48: Exposed reinforcing at southeast window surround; Broken water-table base

surround has exposed reinforcing and a section of
the concrete above the window has heavy staining.
Underneath the southwest window’s surround, the
header has broken off and efflorescence is visible.

Pump House 1
The Pump House was built in 1894 adjacent to Reservoir 4. It is a reinforced concrete building with a wide
doorway facing south. The current heavy exterior
stucco finish of textured cement plaster was a later
alteration. Four of the original windows have been
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Figure 50: West elevation; previous repairs to multiple horizontal cracks
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